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+441937843617 - http://www.facebook.com/AliskitchenTakaway/

A complete menu of Ali's Kitchen &takeaway from Leeds covering all 17 courses and drinks can be found here
on the card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What matt fisher likes about Ali's Kitchen &takeaway:
Very nice local takeaway. Food tasted amazing and fresh. Couldn’t fault any dish. Only thing could make it better

would be to eat it there. Service: Delivery Meal type: Dinner Price per person: £10–20 read more. What Andy
Bradshaw doesn't like about Ali's Kitchen &takeaway:

Worst keema naan I have ever purchased from an Indian takeaway. Minced lamb filling was non-existant. I also
expected much better quality of food for the remainder of the food. Will be back to my usual favourite Indian

takeaway/restaurant as the 20 minute drive is worth it. Meal type: Dinner Price per person: £10–20 read more. In
Leeds, traditional dishes are prepared in the kitchen of Ali's Kitchen &takeaway with original Asian spices

delicious, the place provides however also meals typical for Europe. You can still relax at the bar after the meal
(or during it) and enjoy a alcoholic or non-alcoholic drink, there are also delicious vegetarian recipes in the

menu.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Appet�er�
KEBAB

Sid� dishe�
NAN

Mai� Cours�
CURRY BREAD

Picke� for Yo�
PILAU RICE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LAMB

India�
NAAN

BIRYANI

Ingredient� Use�
KING PRAWN

MEAT

CHEESE

PRAWNS

KING PRAWNS

SEAFOOD

CHICKEN

TRAVEL
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